


Remember photography is the capture of light or and the absence of light
Flash is a light source just like the sun
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Remember those images where the picture is half black!
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Bounce Flash
This is what you get when the flash is directed toward the ceiling, a wall, or other neutral, reflective 
surface so that the subject is illuminated by the light bouncing off the walls.

Diffuser
A semi-translucent, textured section of plastic that attaches over the flash and causes the light to spread 
out in a wider angle to soften a harsh flash, 

TTL or ETTL
Flash TTL is an abbreviation for Through The Lens. It indicates that the camera is making the flash 
exposure settings based on the amount of light that is actually entering the lens during the exposure 
process. This yields consistently accurate flash exposures.

Fill light:
is the light source that is secondary to the mail light. It is used to “fill” in the shadows to a desired 
degree. It can be produced by using a flash, a reflector, or a studio strobe

Master: trigger light that set off the flash – flash fires twice?

Slave: Flash that is caused to fire by the master

Flash exposure compensation
When shooting with the flash in TTL mode it’s possible that the power output will be set incorrectly.
This purely comes down to the metering and the tones present in the scene. If the shot is too light set 
the flash exposure compensation to underexpose eg. -1.0, and if it’s too dark set it to overexpose eg. 
+1.0. Flash exposure compensation can be set in 1/3 stop increments.

Flag: pieces of card to stop flash

Synch Speed: 1/250 but can be different and on some can go beyond



Use your Aperture to Control the Flash
As a rule: the power output of the flash is adjusted to match the selected aperture on the lens.
In ETTL mode your Speedlight automatically adjusts in power based on the Aperture that you select. As you change 
your apertures during a shoot the Speedlight will make these adjustments each time you take a shot
Shooting at wider Apertures such as f1.4 or f2.8 would require much less light from the flash than f11 or f16, 
increasing the effective distance of the flash and allowing you to shoot for longer on a single set of batteries

Your shutter controls the background
Adjusting your shutter speed in a flash exposure does not affect the brightness of your flash. Instead it allows you to 
control the brightness of your background or environment, which is not being lit by the flash itself.
Referred to as "balancing flash with ambient"
Can only be equal to or slower than the maximum sync speed of your camera ( < 1/200="" sec). High speed sync is 
required for faster shutter speeds
In AV/TV shooting modes, your camera’s Exposure Compensation (not the flash compensation) allows you to adjust 
the ambient exposure.

Increase the power of your flash with your ISO
The more you increase your ISO the more powerful your flash becomes. 
Increasing the ISO will also affect the overall brightness of the exposure

Play with flash zoom
Certain Speedlight's gives you the ability to zoom your flash giving wider or more focused concentration of light, 
covering focal lengths of 20-200mm, or 14mm with the slide out wide angle diffuser.
Mounted on top of the camera, the flash zoom will automatically adjust based on the focal length of the lens
For off camera flash experiment with manually zooming the Speedlight to create spotlight effects or more dramatic 
lighting



Front curtain or
Slow Sync

Front curtain or
Slow Rear



Large light sources: Soft and pretty looking, softer shadows, light that appears to be 
painted-on, very flattering to any skin type, easier to work with and more room for error

The sun on a cloudy day
Small light sources: Harsh looking light, added contrast, not flattering to skin, slim margin 
for error when using it.   

The sun on a clear day
Your Flash is a small light source:
Solution? Take the light that comes out of the small flash, and make it bigger, thus creating 
a much less contrasty and softer light source which looks much better. You can do that by 
bouncing it off of a large wall   ceiling or a diffuser or both

Move subject away from the background:
Solution? This will reduce the chance of shadows

Make your Light source bigger:
Solution? Add a diffuser and move closer to the subject

Make the angle of the light better:
Solution? Bounce or off camera

Flash power will fall off with distance:
The further away you go the weaker the flash will get coupled with diffusion and spread



For the beginner (and even for the more experienced flash photographers amongst us) set your camera up using 
the following settings as a starting point….
Manual Mode
Aperture – f8
Shutter Speed – 1/200
ISO – 200
Flash power – 1/16

The Inverse Square Law and Flash Photography
It is worth noting the inverse square rule with flash at this point in relation to the distance between your subject and 
the background. As the distance from your flash to the subject increases, the flash power will reduce by the inverse 
square of the distance. Clear as mud I know but it is a useful concept to understand. To explain this another way, if 
the distance between your flash and you subject doubles (2 times the distance), the flash power will reduce by the 
inverse square of this distance. 2 squared is 4 so the power will reduce by 1/4 (not a half like many people think).
Why is this important I hear you ask? Well, in relation to increasing flash power, you need to be aware of the distance 
to your subject as the light reaching the subject will be much less. it is also worth noting the distance to the 
background. if the background is relatively far away from the flash compared to the subject, then you don't need to 
worry about your increased flash power really affecting your background.



Flash Photography Quick Tips and Tricks
Below are some quick tips and things to look out for, with flash photography,
• Always have spare batteries, and spares for your spares
• Start with a lower flash power to start with, increase if necessary. This will 

increase battery life and flash recycle time
• Watch those hotspot highlights
• Keep an eye on the background exposure
• Watch out for creating shadows across the subject, especially in group shots
• Modify your light, make it big (and hence soft)
• You don't need expensive Speedlight's but generally they are stronger faster 

more versatile
• You don't need expensive light stands or modifiers
• Don't fire your light straight at the subject, bounce it or get it off camera
• DONT PANIC


